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Dear Friends of CaringMatters,

In the life of every organization, certain years stand out as milestones, marking periods of change and growth. This past year marked a milestone year for this organization, as Hospice Caring was officially rebranded as CaringMatters. The launch of CaringMatters was the culmination of strategy, planning, research, inspiration and hard work. We are so grateful to the many volunteers, supporters, and community partners who joined board members and staff to participate in this successful endeavor. The straightforward, yet powerful simplicity of our new name, CaringMatters, will allow us to effectively advance our mission and expand our services for those who need them.

While planning and implementing this organizational rebrand, our important work moved forward, positively impacting the lives of residents of Montgomery County, Maryland, every day. The pages of this report accurately represent the breadth and scope of our services. This data, compiled for Fiscal Year 2018, while important in measuring our progress and accomplishments, only tells part of the story. Behind each one of these numbers is an actual person, a family or a child dealing with serious illness or grieving the loss of a loved one. We never lose sight of this reality. Our services are emotional lifelines offered during some of life’s most challenging times. As we move into our thirtieth year of service, we pledge to remain focused on our mission of compassionate support.

Most sincerely,

Nancy Richardson, RN   Allison K. Stearns, MS, MPH, LCPC
Chair, Board of Directors   Executive Director
CaringMatters is licensed by the state of Maryland as a Limited Hospice Care Program. We supplement General Hospice Care Programs and support patients who are still pursuing curative treatment, as well as those who do not have a six month or less prognosis.

Volunteer Helping Hands is CaringMatters’ hospice support program that provides community-based social and emotional support, free of charge, to Montgomery County residents with serious, life-limiting illnesses. These individuals are facing an acute decline in functioning or progression of illness and can benefit from extra support. Services include, but are not limited to: companionship and emotional support, assistance with household tasks, respite care, patient advocacy, and limited transportation to appointments.

127 clients and 301 family members served this year.

100% of clients reported that visits from volunteers helped them feel less isolated.

100% of family caregivers reported that volunteer visits provided helpful respite time.

CaringMatters is licensed by the state of Maryland as a Limited Hospice Care Program. We supplement General Hospice Care Programs and support patients who are still pursuing curative treatment, as well as those who do not have a six month or less prognosis.

“Our volunteer provided excellent support far and beyond what was expected. She was very kind and engaged my elderly mother in good conversation.” - Family Member
Adult Bereavement Support

Bereavement support groups, facilitated by trained volunteers, allow participants to meet others, who are also grieving, share their stories and learn from one another. Groups are organized to bring together people grieving similar losses, such as spousal/partner loss, parent loss, or suicide loss.

Each December, CaringMatters also hosts Tree of Love, a community-wide memorial ceremony where participants support one another and remember loved ones.

150 people attended 46 Adult Bereavement Groups this year. 72 attended our Tree of Love Ceremony.

99% of group members reported that they have gained some tools in the group to use in their daily lives.

88% of group members reported that the intensity of their grief is less severe than when they first came to the group.

“Knowing that I am not alone in my grieving, it's been easier to talk about my husband's passing.” – Group Member
Bereaved Caregivers Retreat – New Program!

CaringMatters developed and delivered a new program, the Bereaved Caregivers Retreat, for family/friend primary caregivers whose loved one has died within the past two years. This unique weekend retreat, offered free of charge at the Rockwood Manor Retreat Center, enabled participants to connect with other former caregivers who have had similar experiences caring for seriously ill loved ones. Therapeutic group activities included grief support, commemoration of loved ones, self-care, relaxation and strategies for refocusing on life post-caregiving and rebuilding one’s identity.

14 attendees, ranging in age from 25 to 74 years.

100% of attendees reported that they discovered some ways to remember and honor their loved one while letting go of their role as caregiver.

100% of attendees reported that they gained some tools/approaches that they will use to renew their lives.

“I left lighter and more confident that my life will go on.” – Retreat Attendee
Camp Erin© Montgomery County

This weekend overnight camp for grieving children is part of a national network of Camp Erin programs. The camp serves children and teens, ages 6-17, and offers age-appropriate discussions and creative, fun-filled activities designed to help children share their feelings with peers who have had similar experiences. Camp Erin Montgomery County is a partnership between CaringMatters and Bar-T, Inc.

44 children and youth, ages 6-17, attended Camp Erin in 2018.

91% of campers reported that Camp Erin helped them talk about their feelings.

86% of campers reported that they have new tools to help them with their grief after attending Camp Erin.

“I learned it’s okay to talk about my feelings and cry if I need to.” - Camper
Good Grief Club

These seven-week support groups help children in grades K-12 explore their feelings, develop healthy coping strategies, and find comfort and safety in learning that they are not alone. These groups are facilitated by trained CaringMatters volunteers in partnership with Montgomery County Public Schools, independent schools, and other community-based organizations.

236 students, grades K-12, attended Good Grief Clubs this year.

90% of students who attended Good Grief Clubs reported feeling less alone than they did before the group started.

96% of middle and high school students who attended Good Grief Clubs reported that they were able to better identify and express their feelings about their loss.

95% of high school students who attended Good Grief Clubs reported that they identified friends, family members, and other adults to whom they can turn for support.

“I know now I’m not the only one with these feelings so I don’t feel as alone.” – Good Grief Club Member
Family Nights

CaringMatters’ Family Nights are designed for families who have experienced the death of a loved one. Each workshop is held prior to a major holiday so families can learn coping skills, plan for how to handle celebrations, and mark the absence of their loved ones. Following activities, families are invited for dinner and to enjoy conversations with one another.

18 families comprised of 23 adults and 25 children (ages five through adult) attended at least one Family Night.

94% of the adults who attended Family Nights reported that they learned some ways to handle difficult times, such as family celebrations and holidays.

100% of the children who attended Family Nights reported that they learned some ways to handle difficult times, such as family celebrations and holidays.

“The art helped me show how I feel about the loss, which is something that I can't normally put into words.” - Family Nights Participant
Community Education

Our Community Education program works to raise awareness and better equip people to address end-of-life and grief-related issues. We host an educational series called Seasons of Caring, offer continuing education (CEU) workshops for professionals and facilitate dialogue on relevant topics in the community.

Seasons of Caring Workshops
- Understanding and Responding to Dementia-Related Behavior
- Suicide Loss and Helping the Community Heal
- *The Bright Hour* Book Discussion
- Communicating End of Life Wishes

Professional Development Workshop
Important Considerations When Supporting Clients Who Are Touched by Serious Illness
*Offered in partnership with National Institutes of Health*

This year, we received a grant from the Maryland Department of Health to develop and deliver specialized workshops on Advance Care Planning, including resources to complete an advance directive, a plan for end-of-life care and the appointment of a health care agent.

90% of Seasons of Caring attendees stated that they would apply what they learned in the session.

92% of Seasons of Caring attendees stated the workshop was appropriate to their cultural/ethnic diversity and the diversity of those they served.

“Extremely well done. I lost my daughter and hope to be of help to others.”
- Seasons of Caring Attendee
Volunteers Add Value

CaringMatters’ services are delivered by screened and trained volunteers, all of whom receive ongoing guidance, continuing education and supervision. Our volunteers are valued for their compassion, their willingness to provide assistance in times of need, and their many interests and talents that support all aspects of the organization, including operations and fundraising.

CaringMatters leveraged 18,181 hours of volunteer support, the equivalent of nearly nine full-time staff.

$499,978

$499,978* is the monetary value of volunteer hours in fiscal year 2018.

75%

Our operating budget would increase by 75% if it included the monetary value of volunteer time.

*Based on information from independentsector.org

“The work we do, whether it’s caregiving or bereavement, puts us in a sacred place with people. It connects us as human beings.” - Volunteer
Special Accomplishments

- Assumed Leadership for three down-county Adult Bereavement Support Groups, previously run by Widowed Persons Services Montgomery County
- Developed and trained a dedicated team to facilitate Advance Care Planning workshops through a grant from the Maryland Department of Health
- Awarded the *Making a Difference Award* for Small Nonprofits from the Nonprofit Village who recognized the organization for its outstanding contributions to community collaboration, nonprofit sustainability, and impact

Accountability

In 2018, CaringMatters earned the Guidestar Platinum Seal of Transparency, showcasing our focus on results and the progress we’re making toward our mission, as well as providing transparency to current and potential donors.

CaringMatters also maintains its Standards of Excellence designation with Maryland Nonprofits. Organizations receiving this prestigious recognition have been carefully evaluated and found to consistently model high professionalism in their self-regulation of ethical and accountability practices.

“This organization ensures the ‘heart work’ in hospice drives their mission.”

- The Nonprofit Village
Fundraiser Highlights

- **September 2017** – Silver Linings Gala honoring Jeffrey Z. Slavin, Revere Bank and Pamela Zembiec, in memory of her late husband, Major Douglas Zembiec
- **October 2017** – BOWL-A-THON sponsored by Shulman Rogers
- **December 2017** – Barnes & Noble Gift Wrapping
- **April 2017** – Cheers for Charity at Dawson’s Market, Rockville, MD
- **May 2018** – Raise Your Glass Wine Tasting at the home of The Honorable Jeffrey Z. Slavin

“The evening was a huge success! The vibes were wonderful and the program was awesome!” - Gala Guest
Financial Highlights
Fiscal year July 1, 2017 – June 30, 2018

Revenues
- Grants, Awards & Donations $394,440 48.7%
- Special Events $327,678 40.4%
- In-kind Contributions $ 81,365 10.0%
- Earned Income $ 6,850 .9%
Total Revenue $810,333

Expenses
- Program Services $664,982 80.0%
- Management & General $ 92,078 11.1%
- Fundraising $ 74,854 8.9%
Total Expense $831,914*

When needed, we use funds from investment accounts to support operations.

*Includes in-kind and depreciation expenses

Assets, Liabilities & Net Assets
Statement of Financial Position Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>As of June 30, 2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Assets</td>
<td>$3,825,186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Liabilities</td>
<td>($ 65,754)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Assets</td>
<td>$3,759,432</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thank you to our Volunteers

**Administrative, Garden and Community Outreach Volunteers**
Sandra Bracken • Terry Buckler • Stella Campana • Wai Ping Chan • Faith Cheung • Sloane Cooper • Joan Crowe • Monica A. Czaplinski • Jane Halpin • Wini Herrmann • Denise Howard • Beth Inglber • Colleen Luzier • Joyce L. Miller • Carol Plummer • Toni Robinson • Anna Saylor • Ellen M. Sirkis • Jean Threadgill • Elizabeth Tinling • Marie Waldron • Carol A. Walsh • Bobbie Willens • Lonnie Williams • Sue Zarrett • Lynn E. Zepp

**Adult Bereavement Volunteers**
Donald Allen • Deena Barlev • Kay Bidering • Johanna Boyer • John Coggins • Patrick Curtis • Jade Davis • Carlos del Real • Steven E. Garelick • Josephine James • Hilary Kaplan • Colleen Luzier • Dave Marks • Diane M. Marks • Cecilia Rajnic • James A. Rossi • Marcia Sherman-Ehrman • Ellen M. Sirkis • Debbie Sobeloff • Hazel B. Strahorn • Morelyn Weisman • Evelyn Wheeler • Judith Mostyn White • Bobbie Willens • Judy Williams • Eleanor (Ellie) Young

**Camp Erin Volunteers**
Abraham Aviles • Mike Bucci • Robin Chernoff • Grace Cheung • Anthony Chieli • Ashley Church • Leslie Concha • Mickey W. Cook • Walter H. Cramp, III • Christopher Daly • Marie Daly • Betsy Dewey • Peter Dimitrion • Colleen Djouha • Katie Ellis • Caroline Finn • Nancy R Fox • Tim France • Karen K. Gifford • Jennifer Gold • Haily Gonski • Charlotte Hepler • Chris Lastre • Zainab Lawal • Amar Mehta • Jonathan Mensah • Joan Miller • Jeffrey Nelson • Kara Newhouse • Mitra Noubahar • Nomvuyo Qubeka • Thanaa Rajapakse • Guillermo Ralda • Nancy Richardson • Patrick Richardson • Shannon Richardson • Toni Robinson • Sarah Romero • Audrey Rothstein • Rosa Santos • Anna Saylor • Kelli Schaefer • Carolyn Schick • Ellen M. Sirkis • Marvin Sirkis • Jay Stine • Kendall Thomas • Liz Thomas • Cecilia Thonet • Kathy Vilardo • Marty (Joseph) Welch • Laurie Wood

**Community Education and Training Volunteers**
Deloris Banks • Difan Chuang • Mickey W. Cook • Monica Escalante • Beza Gebrehana • Gerald Gimmel • Sara Harris • Clyde Horton • Leslie Libby • Marita Madrid • Leah Morabito • Donna Murphy • Monica Riordan • Toni Robinson • Margaret Rosario • Carolyn Schick • Anu Sharman • Ellen M. Sirkis • Jacquelyn Tennant • Cecilia Thonet • Marie Waldron • Fran Zamore

**Family Nights Volunteers**
Mickey W. Cook • Haily Gonski • Alyssa Miller • Joan Miller • Jessie Nathans • Erika (Loren) Paiz • Toni Robinson • Anna Saylor • Ellen M. Sirkis • Cecilia Thonet

**Good Grief Club Volunteers**
Deena Barlev • Allyson Booth • Anita Branison • Monica A. Czaplinski • Betsy Dewey • Katie Ellis • Caroline Finn • Lois Geller • Dorothy Gleit • Haily Gonski • Leslie Libby • Deborah McIndoe • Toni Robinson • Stacie Rogers • Anna Saylor • Ellen M. Sirkis • Debbie Sobeloff • Cecilia Thonet • Nancy Twiford • Amy West

**Leadership Montgomery Service Project Team Members**
Tigest Alemu • Mark Bergel • Holly Dempsey • Shebra Evans • Laura Forman • Scott Goldstein • Elyse Jacob • Sharon Ledner • Sam Lish • Tom Manion • Chris Martin • Bob Nelson • Judith Saks • Stuart Tart • Susan Ucanay
Special Event Volunteers
Beverly Bartolomeo • Susan Bhore • Christina Bonner • Nicole Bserani • Maryann Bullion • Anne Carney • Geraline Joan Carroll • Rosanna Coffey • Ben Cooley • Sloane Cooper • Charlotte Crutchfield • Christopher Daly • Maggie Daly • Kelly Davis • Katie Ellis • Jody Engel • Tyler Fairbanks • Rochelle Follender • Laura Forman • Joyce Fuller • Christian Gbewordo • Emily Gebbia • Jeri Gelb • Jennifer Gold • Haily Gonski • Rick Hubley • Beth Ingber • Janine Jackson • Martha Jaffe • Brenda Johnson • Hilary Kaplan • Joanne Katis • Gail Katz • Tiffany Kurniawan • Julie Lasheski • Brenna Lee • Patricia Lepovetsky • Lynne Lewis • Theresa Lyles • Jeanette Marin • Cara Marks • Vikrum Mathur • Audrey May • Iris Mersky • Bonnie Miller • Jessica Minor • Bob Nelson • Steve Ornstein • Sherry Osborne • Shari Ploshnick • Margie Powell • LeNora Preston • Thanuja Rajapakse • Toni Robinson • Margaret Rosario • Anna Saylor • Terri Schack • Carolyn Schick • Denese Scott • Anu Sharman • Marcia Sherman-Ehrman • Emma Siclari • Ellen M. Sirkis • Jeffery Slavin • Christine Slingerman • Rebecca St. John • Daniel Stahl • Bobbie Stahl • Joy Stine • Elizabeth Stonesifer • Tim Stranges • Kim Straub • Jacquelyn Tennant • Elizabeth Tinling • Walt Tinling • Tori Tomlinson • Katy Vilardo • Carol A. Walsh • Sandy Yeh • Sue Zarrett

Volunteer Helping Hands Volunteers
Marsha Aaron • Donald Allen • Stephen M. Anderson • Deloris Banks • Sharon L. Beall • Ilia Beck • James Beck • Kay Bidinger • Linda Marie Bjornson • Johanna Boyer • Eileen Brooks • Mike Bucci • Anita Cheung • Difan Chuang • Rosanna Coffey • Michele Cooley • Monica A. Czapinski • Christopher Daly • Susan Davis-Corle • Donald DiJulio • Joyce Fuller • Peter Godwin • Jennifer Gold • Edward Hagarty • Rachel Herrup • Raymond Hoewing • Josephine James • Paula Jenson • Karen Kelleher • Vandana Kharod • Joan Kumar • Katia Lathrop • Carolyn Lucy • Sally Marchessault • M. Jane Markley • Jon R. May • Elisa Merendino • Kimberly Meyer • Mike Michaelson • Donna Murphy • Josephine Nieves • Jamie Phannavong • Thanuja Rajapakse • Cecilia Rajnic • Monica Riordan • Shirley Rivera • Susan Rogers • Maureen Rosa • Margaret Rosario • Ernest (Chico) Rosemond • James A. Rossi • Tova Rubin • Elizabeth Sauber • Anna Saylor • Leslie Shah • Sandy Shehadeh • Karen Simon • Susan Snyder Smith • Rebecca St. John • Hazel B. Strahorn • Jacquelyn Tennant • Tamara S. Thomas • Janis V. Thurman • Elizabeth Tinling • Florence Tomanek • Karen Tuohy • Natalie Wartzack • Rhanda Weinstein • Hanna Weissberger • Marty (Joseph) Welch • Diane White • Dimitria Wilbur • Prince E. Willis, Jr. • Nana - Yaa Yao • Eric You • Eleanor (Ellie) Young

Thank you to our Donors

Donors $10,000+
Conrad V. & Lois Aschenbach • Bar-T Holding, Inc. • EagleBank • Edge Floral Event Designers • Carl M. Freeman Foundation, Inc. • Linda & Ian Kramer • Colleen & Ron Luzier • Nancy Peery Marriott Foundation • Richard E. & Nancy P. Marriott Foundation • George Preston Marshall Foundation • Betsy Mead & Geoffrey Greenhut • Miller & Long Co., Inc. • Montgomery County DHHS • Montgomery County Council & Montgomery County Executive • The Moyer Foundation • The Newburger-Schwartz Family Foundation • Revere Bank • Sanford and Doris Slavin Foundation, Inc. • Rodney & Jan Thompson • The Dick and Jody Vilardo Foundation • The Wolpoff Family Foundation, Inc.

Donors $5,000-9,999
Sandra & Peter Bracken • Max and Victoria Dreyfus Foundation, Inc. • Raul J. & Jean-Marie Fernandez • Martha Foulontonat • City of Gaithersburg • Pamela R. & Bill Hard • Healthcare Initiative Foundation • Carole Kaminsky • Maryland Department of Health • Irma Poretsky • Nancy & Joe Richardson • Jacquelyn & Stephen Tennant • Turner Construction Company • Mark Klein & Deneen Wilson
Thank you to our Donors

Donors $3,000-4,999
ABC Supply • Balfour Beatty Construction • Sidney M. & Phyllis O. Bresler Foundation, Inc. • Bernie Buteau • Capital Bank • Clark Construction Group, LLC • CohnReznick • Kenneth & Juliana Cook • Lisa & Sean Creamer • DAVIS Construction • Gimmel, Weiman, Ersek, Blomberg & Lewis, P.A. • Stephen & Jane Halpin • Sara & Jim Harris • HOAR Construction • Impact 1890 A National Lutheran Program • Thomas J. & Clare Keller • M&T Charitable Foundation • Kathleen McCallum Lisa McKillop & George Fordham • Miles & Stockbridge • Joan & Ken Miller • Prudent Management Associates • Toni Robinson • Audrey Rothstein & Frank Lipson US Wellness, Inc. • Pam Zembiec

Donors $1,000-2,999
Advanced Nursing & Home Support • Allentuck Landscaping Co. • Avison Young • Geoffrey & Gail Azaroff • Ballard Spahr • Ron Barrett • Vivian G. & Raymond Bass • Deb Berner • Fran & Bill Blot • William Boyan • Johanna Boyer • Kenneth & Marsha Braunstein • The Buccini/Pollin Group • Gillian Cannon • CBRE • Jay & Lori Clogg • Colonial Parking, Inc. • Melballynn & Pierce Cook • Bart & Margy Crivella • The Davies/Kendall Foundation • ECS Mid-Atlantic, LLC • Fairbanks Realty Group • Jerry Frishman Photography • Gerald & Carol Gimmel • Stevie Graham • Greater Bethesda-Chevy Chase Chamber of Commerce • Jeffrey & Marnie Grinspoon • Leslie & Chickie Grinspoon • Barry & Rozelle Grossman • David & Joan Marie Haas • Harwood House Thrift Shop • Samuel S. & Katherine Hoffpauir • Jack & Cheryl Kelly • Vandhana Kharad • Jon R. & Anne May • James Stephen & Karyn Kelly • Hilliard • Tony Robinson • Toni Robinson • Audrey Rothstein • Frank Lipson US Wellness, Inc. • Pam Zembiec

Donors $500-999
Alec & Lee Aronow • Deena Barlev & Robert King • Dava J. & Gregg Baumann • Robert & Barbara Bender • Bethesda Marriott • The Center for Adoption Support and Education • Carolina Clavijo • Aimee & Greg Conroy • Corvette Club of America • Vincent L. & Linda Crivella • Jennifer A Dakin • Roberto DePaz • Ed’s Tree Service, Inc. • Excess Baggage and Things • Fairchild Educational Services • Mary Ann Fisher • Nancy R. Fox • Mary-Ellen & David M. Friedland • Brett & Stivaly Friedman • Harriet & Robert Friedman • Penny C. & Jim Gladhill • Good Shepherd Lutheran Church • Jerry & Cheryl Gorombal • Michael Hammond & Rebecca Greenberg • Christopher Hayes • Lawrence A. & Nancy Hendershot • Innovative Business Interiors, Inc. • Marc & Sally Kramer • Wendy & Richard Levine Krasner • Steven M. & Nancy Laymon • Nora Lee • Mark Lee Lotfgen & L. Niewenhous • Cara & Rob Marks • Bobbie & Sidney McNairy • Brad & Holly Mendelson • Mary & James Nesbit • Harold & Lois Ornstein • Laura L. Pompa • Henry Posko, Jr. • Edith Powers • Walter Propps • Raffa Wealth Management • Matthew Rebro • Amy & Justin Ried • Madonna Robins • Erin Roessler • Sandy Spring Lions Club • Anna & David Saylor • Barry Slevin • Snyder Cohn • Solar Gardens, Inc. • St. Patrick’s Catholic Church • St. Elizabeth Catholic Church • Rebecca St. John & Steve Ring • Timothy Stranges • TF Caterers • Janis V. & Lawrence V. Thurman • Total Wine & More • William A. & Lori Veirs • Michael P. & Mary G. Vincent • VWG Wealth Management Foundation • Walt Disney World • Korin & Tim Wilson • Cynthia Wronko • JM Zell Partners, Ltd.

Donors $1-499
Jane Abrams • Bonnie Adams • Douglas J. Adams • Adventure Theatre MTC • Leo Anthony Alde • Alex and Ani • Jack Alexander • Stanley & Ann Lynn Alster • Josefina M. Alvarez • Patricia Ameling • Sara Anderson • Anwar Court #197 • Rosemary Arkoian • Arts on the Green/The Arts Barn • Attman’s Delicatessen • Dorothy Auerbach • Awosika Entertainment Cruises • Barbara Jean Axelrod • Audrey Azuolas • Ilma Backelmay • Anne Baker • Judy Baker • Zetha V. Ballinger
Thank you to our Donors

Donors $1-499 Continued

Baltimore Orioles • Susan Bambach • Rick & Sunny Banvard • Tammy Barclay • Jon E. & Marsha K. Barnes • Richard Barr • Linda Bart • Mehmet & Aysel Basci • Dava J. & Gregg Baumann • Richard & Dorothy Beebe • Joan Beeler • Debbie & John Beins • Robert & Ruby Bellison • Elizabeth Beltz • Holly Berilla • Roger & Kay Berliner • Howard M. Berman • Judith Bernstein • June E. & Aaron E. Blair • Diana June Blalock & C. Jambob • Dwight Blankenbaker • Judy Block • Boehr Chiropractic Clinic • Sue Bomzer-Alterman • Ernest & Ruth Ann Bond • Eileen & Robert W. Bonhag • The Bottle Shop • Mary Bounds • Debra Bowen • Julius & Shirley Bowen • William E. Braunig • Roberta Bregstone • Briars Antiques • Broadway Pizza • Fern J. & Michael Brodney • Nancy Brooks • Beth & Ronald Brouillard • Matthew & Amy Bruchey • Mike & Judith Bucci • Mary B. Busby • Michelle Buteau • Charles Butler • James & Barbara Butler • Shirley W. Camp • Stella Campana Rosser, Jr. & Barbara Campbell • Elizabeth A. Canter • Capital Area Realtors • Donald & Julia Carlson • Nancy M. Carman • Deborah J. Carpenter • Carol Carter • Lauren Cates • Barbara M. Cattell • Sandra Blau Cove • Margaret & Mark Cavenagh • Mary E. Cerry • Heather Chamberlin • Robin Chernoff • Cibu • Alice & William Cliber • Clyde’s Restaurant Group • Coal Fire • Bonny Cochran • Daniel & Amy Cohen • David Cohen • Irwin Cohen • Ramona Cohen • Winifred Conkling & Jonathan Rak • Mickey W. Cook • Sloane Cooper • Charles H. Cooper • Colleen A. Cornatzer • Eleanor Cox • Deborah Dodson & Raymond H. Craft • Kaye Craft • Walter H. Cramp, III • Louise & Jerry Creedon • Sheila Creswell • Kathleen & Robert Cross • Crown Trophy • Prisana & Niti Crupiti • Charlotte Crutchfield Richard O. Cunningham • Marie & Chris Daly • Damascus Lions Club • Deidre R. Davidson • Jade Davis • Dawson’s Market • Chitra Malinee De Silva • Karen Deasy • Del Frisco’s Grille • Lowell & Virginia Denning • Doris DeRisio • Karen Diamond • Donald DiJulio • Maura Dingman • Diana M. Domingues • Susan Donovan • William & Audra Dowre • Paul Drummer • William & Diane Dubois • Sandra Duggan • Ashley Dunfey & Zach Schneider • Gerd & Kellie Dunkelberg • Garner & Mary DuVal • Robert & Carol Dymond • Joan L. Eames • David Eicher • El Andaierigo Restaurant • David Elfin • Laura Ellis • Sylvia & Steven Ellis • Ahmad Emad • Anne & Jim Engel • Jody & David Engel • Richard & Jennifer Enyeart • Shima & Bahram Etezadi • Evalash & Nail Lounge • Gail & Robert Ewing • Alexandra Fairfield • Robert R. Farrar • Leona Faust • Pamela Feinstein • Shannah Feldman • Carin & Paul Feldman • Sherry & Bruce Feldman • Wendy Feldman Block • Donald & Betty Fick • Gordon Fields • Ellen Fields • Kelley C. & Tom Finn • Lou & Kim Viti Florentino • Michael F. & Patricia J. Fitzgerald • Sherae Brown Fitzpatrick • Heather Flatterly • Richard & Shirley Fletcher • Andrew F. & Patti Flott • Laura Forman • Foulger-Pratt • Gary A. & Laura Franklin • Judd French • The Fresh Market • Danielle Fry • James A. & Sandra L Gallagher • Carol Galler • Cheryl Gardner • Barbara Garlock • Thomas & Carol Garvey • Andrew & Laura Gastwirth • Robert & Frances Gauthier • Gauer Farms, LLC • Emily Geggia • Daniel B. & Patricia J. Geeheen • David Gerber • Giant Food • Robert Gibson • Allen & Margery Ginsberg • Bruce M. Gladhill • Nina & Sol Glasner • Gleicher Burness Fund • Stuart P. Glockman • Ellen & Michael Gold • Barbara Goldberg • Donald & Joanne Goldberg • Bruce A. & Ann Goldensohn • Robert S. & Marsha Goldfarb • Alan Goldfine • Goldman, Sachs & Co. Matching Gift Program • Deena & Larry Goldsmith • Dremmia Good • Glenda H. Goodman • Nancy Gordon • Robert & Katherine Graves • Ann & Harvey Greenberg • Alison & Richard Greenhouse • Gregorio’s Trattoria • Jacques Genneny • Beverly Grim • Daralyn Grogg • Shean Grossman • Lisa Gunderson • Charles Gunn • Harriet Guttenberg • Mary Hardy • Rebecca Harman • Barbara L. Hawes • Paul T. Hawes Jr. • Janet Hawkins • Richard & Carole Heilman • David Heller • Mary Herbers • Wini Herrmann • Historic Ships in Baltimore • Laurent Enid Hodes • David Hodgson • Raymond Hoewing • Mary & Richard Hoffacker • Florina Hoffer • Beth & Clifford Hook • Martha Horne • Lois Hough • Audrey & John Houser • Denise Howard • Laurie Hurvitz • iPics Theaters • Helen Bercraft Irvine & I. Winfrey Jr. Monica Isacson • Daniel Jablonski • Hazel T. James • Shahin Javan • Carol Johnson • Jerry Jordan • Meredith Josephs • Renee Joskow • C.C. Kagan • Ema Kamara • Kevin & Emily Kane Linda Kanefield • Hannah Kao • Lawrence Kaplan • Hilary Kaplan • Amy S. & Michael Kass • Laura Kayton • Emil J. & Bonnie Keller • Michele & Brian Kelly • Marian Kendrick • Sara Isabel Kennedy • Kentlands Salon & Nail Bar • A. David & Mary F. Kerr • Kathleen Kessler • Atleea M. King • Cynthia B. & John R. Knable • Leta & Dennis Kopp • Barry & Barbara Korb • Julie L. & Daniel S. Krakower • Bobbi Krengel • L & A Tent Rentals, Inc. • Lahinch Tavern & Grill • William Lahn • Nancy Laing • Carole S. Lally • Lawrence Landis • Rosemary Lange • Julie Lashkes • Rhonda Levinson Lashkes • Barbara Layman • Laytonsville Women’s Club • Le Pain Quotidien • Thomas F. Lechner • Patricia Lee • Samantha Lee • Howard Lehrer • Shari Lehrer • Marcie Leibowitz • Luz Leon • Phyllis K. Lerner • Judith Jacobson & Robert W. Letendre • Bill & Barbara Letzting • Marci Levin • Paul Levit • Leslie & Howard Libby • Cindy Libby-Green • Tamar Lieberman • Melissa & Eliot Lieberman • Rhonda A. Lieberman-Lapan • Gail & Robert Linn • Alan Lipsen • Evan Lipsen • Julie Lipsen • Carolyn Lodish • Amelia Lopez • Steve Lorberbaum • Elizabeth Lukin Carla S. & Gordon Lyon • Jennifer Lyons • Linda MacDermid • Christopher & Laura Mackell • Virginia Macomber • Cathy Madden • Angelo H. Magafan •
Donors $1-499 Continued
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Our Mission
CaringMatters provides social supports and community education so that no one dies or grieves alone.

Our Vision
CaringMatters envisions a community that accepts death as a part of life; where the processes of dying and grieving are embraced without stigma; where everyone has access to support services without charge; and where no one dies or grieves without support.